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To many (would-be) credit investors, the word “default” can be 

an emotive one – negatively associated, as it so often is, with 

the words “…and loss”. However in reality, and in particular in 

the world of real estate credit, default need not be cause for 

automatic concern, as it can also offer the opportunity to work 

with the borrower to protect lender interests well in advance 

of any potential loss occurring—provided that it has been 

preceded by prudent underwriting and careful structuring. 

 
We can see this to an extent in Figure 1 (next page), which shows 

data from the recently published Commercial Real Estate Lending 

Report by the Bayes Business School (formerly Cass). Their survey of 

lenders responsible for nearly £200bn of credit reported that loans 

in default had increased from 3.2% at the end of 2019 to 4.6% at the 

end of 2020, and that within this significant variation had occurred at 

the lender classification level – negligible increases or even declines 

for UK and German Banks and Insurance Companies for example, but 

a more than doubling of default from 4.7% to 11.8% for Other Lenders 

(the category covering many of the newer entrants to the market 

over the last decade and a very broad range of lender types). An 

immediate reaction to this might be to assume that Other Lenders’ 

loan books have performed worse in 2020 than any other lender type 

and that they have experienced or will experience greater losses as a 

result – but in many cases the opposite could very well be true.
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A widely misunderstood measure
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Figure 1: Defaulted loans by lender, %, 2019 and 2020
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How you measure matters.  

Famously, what you measure matters, but in the 

case of default, how you measure matters even 

more. UK banks are permitted, even encouraged, 

by the Regulator to use indexation as the basis 

for updating valuations of real estate collateral; 

while many loans will permit the Bank to call for 

one formal valuation during, say, a five-year loan 

period, this option is not always exercised. On the 

other hand, Other Lenders with a background, or 

at least a sister operation in, direct real estate use 

formal valuation far more frequently, annually or 

even quarterly. This is crucial because real estate is 

extremely heterogenous, with individual properties 

behaving very differently to each other and to 

the index average. For example, Figure 2 (next 

page) shows the distribution of asset level capital 

growth in 2020 for UK retail. The average decline 

of -18% masks a huge range of outcomes from 

slight growth to decline of 40% or more. Lenders 

relying on regular valuations will be attuned to the 

nuances of this and, recognising that broad brush 

approaches are suboptimal in relation both to 

structuring and monitoring, will take proactive early 

action to manage positions at risk to prevent losses, 

having structured bespoke covenant packages at 

loan origination to act as an early warning signal. 

Those relying on indexation may remain, possibly 

through choice, fairly unaware until such time as 

deterioration is harder to mitigate. Higher reported 

default rates may therefore be an indicator of 

relative preparedness as often as they can be an 

indicator of relative weakness.

If during the worst recession for hundreds of years, 

the UK Bank default rate for commercial real estate 

increased by only 30bps, it may imply that covenant 

testing mechanisms have not yet uncovered 

problems rather than that they do not exist.
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Figure 2: Average and asset level capital growth, retail, 2020, %
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Not all defaults are created equal. 

The default rate data presented by the Bayes 

Business School also makes no distinction between 

types and/or severity of default. The implication is 

that all are the same, and a pessimistic reader might 

assume that default always means an LTV position 

of over 100% and/or payment cessation. In both 

cases, however, this would be an oversimplification. 

A “default” in fact means that a borrower has 

breached a covenant set out in the loan agreement; 

and there are many different types of covenant, 

breaches of which may be more or less severe, 

and employed to a greater or lesser extent by 

lenders. Rather than a 100% LTV in fact, income 

could have fallen below a threshold multiple of 

interest, or market values may have adjusted to a 

level which breaches the covenant but does not 

imply an impaired loan. The more responsible the 

lender, the more carefully these types of covenant 

will have been structured, giving the lender various 

levers to step in before a problem threatens either 

their interest or their principal.  As the pandemic 

hit in March 2020, CBRE Investment Management 

carefully ran risk assessments across its loan book 

and used “early warning” triggers to identify where 

covenant breaches could occur due to assets being 

unable to trade. In all cases we agreed plans with 

our borrowers to cure covenant breaches, and in 

all instances these were successful, resulting in 

loan interest being kept current, no principal losses 

being taken and the book being actively managed 

through extraordinary circumstances. This option is 

seldom available to investors in other forms of fixed 

income, typically resulting in larger default driven 

losses.   
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Source: CBRE Investment Management.

Our view on distress. 
As part of the Credit Conviction Framework, we 
estimate levels of distress in the market using a 
combination of Bayes Business School data on 
the nature of the UK loan book, MSCI data on 
asset level capital growth and our own views on 
the structure of the market. We are interested in 
distress in two areas. Firstly, on the Risk side, it 
informs our metric on tail risk by sector, showing 
where we feel market level expected loss has 
been higher in recent years. Figure 3 shows 
our estimates of expected loss for real estate 
credit over the last 40 years for a passive lender, 
whom we define as a lender that undertook no 

monitoring or management of loans through their 
lifetime. As a relative guide, this analysis shows 
that while generally very low, loss has been higher 
in retail and office than in logistics and hospitality, 
and lowest in residential. Meanwhile, higher 
LTV (c70%) lending sees roughly four times the 
level of loss than lower LTV (c50% LTV).  These 
figures represent the worst market level outcome 
possible, and individual lenders using intelligent 
structuring and a proactive attitude towards 
managing positions can expect to decrease or 
eliminate loss via early intervention.

Figure 3: Estimated historic expected loss, by LTV, average of 36 five-year periods, 1980-2020
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The information in this document is confidential and meant for use only by the intended recipient. This material is intended for informational purposes 
only, does not constitute investment advice, or a recommendation, or an offer or solicitation, and is not the basis for any contract to purchase or sell any 
security, property or other Instrument, or for CBRE Investment Management to enter into or arrange any type of transaction. This information is the sole 
property of CBRE Investment Management and its affiliates. Acceptance and/or use of any of the information contained in this document indicates the 
recipient’s agreement not to disclose any of the information contained herein.
Certain economic and market information contained herein has been obtained from published sources prepared by third parties and in certain cases 
has not been updated through the date hereof. Neither CBRE Investment Management, any fund or program or its general partner, nor their respective 
affiliates nor any of their respective employees or agents assume any responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of such information.
CBRE Investment Management has not made any representation or warranty, express or implied, with respect to the fairness, correctness, accuracy, 
reasonableness or completeness of any of the information contained herein (including but not limited to information obtained from third parties), and 
they expressly disclaim any responsibility or liability therefore. CBRE Investment Management does not have any responsibility to update or correct any 
of the information provided in this presentation.
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Figure 4: Estimated loans in distress, end 2020

Secondly, on the Opportunity side, a view on 
distress gives an indication of which sectors 
are likely to offer more deal-flow in the form of 
selectively refinancing loans away from incumbent 
lenders. Figure 4 shows our estimate of loans in 
distress and shows that almost all severe distress 

(LTV > 100%) is in the retail sector at present. 
Overall, we estimate 4.7% of loans have an LTV 
above 100% (90% of which are retail); a further 
13.0% (43% of which are retail and 31% of which 
are collectively office and residential) have seen 
>50% of original equity value eroded.

These estimates, extremely useful in themselves in guiding risk management and strategy, also provide 
a helpful benchmark to the default figures discussed earlier—giving weight to the argument that some 
lenders may be overlooking significant issues in their loan books.
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